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Overview and aims of workshop 

Understand the key concepts relating to capacity 
• capacity utilisation 
• over-capacity 
• output vs input based measures 
• Economic capacity utilisation 

 
Understand techniques for estimating capacity and excess-capacity 
• Focus on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 
• Experience with estimation of capacity utilisation in R 

 
 



Monday 
1. Introduction to concepts of capacity in 

fisheries 
Break 
2. Capacity utilisation estimation (focusing 

on DEA mostly) 
Lunch 
3. Computer session – introduction to R 
Break 
4. Computer session – efficiency and 

capacity utilisation assessment in R 
 

Tuesday 
1. Morning computer session:  

• Case studies – using data from own 
countries 

 
 
Lunch 
2. Case study discussions 
 
Break 
3. Some extensions  

• Economic capacity utilisation 
• Revenue based capacity measures 
• Factors affecting capacity utilisation 
• How much underutilisation is acceptable? 

 

Program overview 



Capacity and capacity utilisation: 
basic concepts 
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What is “capacity”? 

In fisheries policy, capacity often defined in physical 
terms 

– e.g. GRT, kW, etc 

In economics and production theory, capacity is defined 
as the potential level of output given the level of inputs 

Definition adopted by FAO under International Plan of 
Action for the Management of Fishing Capacity: 

the amount of fish (or fishing effort) that can be produced of 
a period of time (e.g. a year or a fishing season) by a vessel or 
a fleet if fully utilized and for a given resource condition. 



Why measure fishing capacity? 

Effective fisheries management requires 
balancing inputs (vessels) and outputs 
(catch) to achieve national fisheries 
objectives: 

• Sustainable fisheries 
• Profitable fisheries 
• Sustainable livelihoods 

 
Development of appropriate management 
plans requires some understanding of the 
level of any problems 

• How big is the problem? 
• Which fleets? 
• Which species? 

 



Too much fishing capacity? 

Too many boats chasing too few fish 
– Increased potential for overexploitation of the stocks 

• Overcapacity is a major driver of overexploitation 
– Reduced food production 
– Lower incomes to fishers and reduced profitability of the fishery 

 

Arnason, R., Kelleher, K., and Willmann, R. 2009. The Sunken Billions: The 
Economic Justification for Fisheries Reform, The World Bank, Washington DC. 



Input and output based capacity measures 

Capacity = f(boat size, engine power 
etc) 
measures focus on physical 
characteristics only 
more useful for management 
measures 
• e.g. buybacks 

BUT …  
only equivalent to output measure 
under restrictive assumptions (i.e. 
linear relationship between catch 
and “capacity”) 

Capacity = potential output =f(boat 
size, engine power etc) 
measures focus on direct estimates 
of potential output 
better estimate of true capacity 
BUT … 
less easily to identify management 
measures 
• e.g. % fleet reduction required 

Input Output 



Excess capacity 
– Potential output - current output 
– (Potential output/current output -

1)*100% 
 

Capacity utilisation 
– Current output/potential output 

 
 

 

Some key terminology: 
Excess capacity, capacity utilisation and overcapitalisation 

Latent effort (excess capacity) 
– Potential days fished - current days 

fished 
– (Potential effort/current effort-

1)*100% 

Capacity utilisation 
– Current effort/potential effort 

Overcapitalisation 
– relates to too much capital (i.e. too 

many boats) being employed in 
the fishery relative to that required 
to take the catch 

 
 

Output measures Input measures 



Technological change distorts the 
relationship between inputs and 
outputs 

• 20 days fishing now is different to 
20 days fishing 10 years ago 

Vessels vary in their ability to catch fish 
• Technical efficiency differences 

due to skipper and crew skill, 
different onboard technologies, 
different gear 

The impact of reducing fleet numbers 
will vary depending on which boats 
are removed 

Additional challenges of input based 
measures 



Example of the effects of technical change 
on input based capacity measures 

Arnason, R., Kelleher, K., and Willmann, R. 2009. The Sunken Billions: The Economic Justification for Fisheries Reform, The World Bank, Washington DC. 



Technical efficiency 
– Ability to catch fish taking into account both fixed (e.g. boat) and 

variable (e.g. days fished) inputs 
Capacity 

– Ability to catch fish taking into account fixed (e.g. boat) inputs only 
– Capacity utilisation reflects the level of variable inputs used compared 

with the potential level 

Technical change 
– Change in the level of technical efficiency from one period to the next 
– E.g. due to newer more efficient vessels, better gear, new technology 

 

Some more concepts: 
Efficiency, capacity utilisation and technical change 



Ideal world: 
• Excess capacity is largely a consequence of lack of property rights in the 

fisheries and (in some cases) subsidies 

Dealing with excess capacity 

• Ideally, introducing a management 
system that has some form of 
transferable use rights (e.g. catch 
quota or effort quota) allows 
autonomous adjustment to take 
place, reducing the amount of 
excess capacity 
₋ Such approaches are not always 

feasible (for a number of 
reasons), but where they are 
should be investigated 

• Subsidies (if present) should be 
removed or reduced 



Buyback programs are the most common form of capacity reduction 
when rights-based methods are not feasible. 

Issues to note with buybacks include: 

 

 

Buyback programs 

 

 

 Potentially high cost 

 Likely to attract the least efficient 
vessels first (so need to remove 
more boats to achieve target 
capacity reductions) 

 Technical change may result in 
excess capacity again in a short 
number of years 
•  need constant monitoring and 

adjustments 

 

 



Difficult to reduce fleet capacity if no alternative sources of incomes 
available. 

While not normally considered part of fisheries management, 
development of alternative livelihoods (e.g. tourism, diving) will 
reduce pressure on fisheries 

Alternative livelihoods 





Measuring fishing capacity 
Data Envelopment Analysis 
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• Peak to peak 
• Time series fisheries level data 
• Interpolate between peaks (assume 

technical change) 
 

• Stochastic production frontier 
• Time series or cross sectional (boat 

level) data 
• Statistical relationship 

• Production function based 
• Assumptions about functional form 
• Can factor in multiple outputs (but 

tricky) 
 

Methods for capacity assessment 

• Data envelopment analysis 
• Time series or cross sectional (boat 

level) data 
• Non-parametric approach 
• Production function based 
• Easily factor in multiple outputs 
• “Ignores” random error  

 



Common fisheries production function C=qEB 
– Assumes linear relationship between catch, effort and biomass 
– Generally does not hold, particularly at vessel level due to decreasing returns 

to input use 

Production function/frontier approaches? 

– Also, boats are not homogeneous 
in their ability to catch fish 

– Different fishing days 
– Different skill 
– Different technologies 

– The “best” boats define the 
production frontier, with all other 
boats falling below the frontier 



• Frontier based approach 
• Can be used with time series or cross sectional data 

• Most studies use cross sectional data 
• Very easy to include multiple outputs and inputs 
• Does not require any assumptions about the functional form of the production 

function 
• But … 

• Does not differentiate inefficiency from random variability well 
• Less of an issue for capacity estimation but problem for efficiency 

estimation 
 

DEA is the “preferred” approach for capacity estimation and 
analysis 
Stochastic production frontiers “preferred” approach for efficiency 

estimation 

Focus on DEA 

http://www.prodtools.com/introduction_dea.html 



Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

• Output-based measures but can provide information on either a 
species by species basis or a fleet segment basis 
− Provides a consistent measure of capacity in both cases 

 
• DEA is the preferred method as it can accommodate aggregation 

and other factors 
− able to deal with multi-species fisheries 
− able to incorporate management induced constraints (e.g. TACs, 

restrictions on gear use etc) and then relax these constraints 



Two output example 
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Five boats catch different 
combinations of two species 



Efficiency and capacity 

Deviations from frontier may be due to either inefficiency 
or underutilisation of capacity 
• Efficient but underutilised 
• Inefficient but operating at full capacity 
• Both inefficient and underutilised 

Need to separate out these two effects 
• Produce an “unbiased” estimate of capacity utilisation 
• Advantage of this measure is that the effects of random variation 

are also removed so more robust measure 
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The model - TE 
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Returns to scale assumptions 

The model assumes either constant or variable returns to scale 

CRS frontier
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Incorporating returns to scale into model 
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Scale efficiency 

Degree to which firm operating at optimal scale 

 

 
 

Provides indication of potential gains from moving to 
optimal scale 
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Returns to scale 

Returns to scale can be derived from sum of weights in CRS model 
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Which scale assumption? 

Most capacity utilisation studies have adopted 
the VRS assumption 
• More consistent with general production theory 
• Also more conservative estimate of capacity 

CRS tends to overestimate capacity output and 
underestimate capacity utilisation 
• Suggests greater reductions in capacity are required 

than necessary 



How much data do we need? 

In theory, DEA can operate with very few data points 
• However the fewer data points the increased likelihood that a point will sit on 

the frontier  

VRS frontier 

A 

B 

C 

Fixed input 

Output 

D 

O 

• e.g. with only 4 data points all would 
potentially lie on the frontier 

• “Degrees of Freedom” issue 
 

• “Rule of thumb” to determine minimum 
number of observations: 
 

• e.g. for 3 outputs (m) and 3 inputs 
(n), the minimum number of 
observations required to avoid 
degrees of freedom issues is:   

{ }max ,3( )nobs m n m n≥ × +

{ }
{ }

max 3 3,3(3 3)

max 9,18
18
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≥

≥



So what do we do with it? 

Simple interpretation 
• If average CU=0.8 (for example), then same fleet could have taken 

by a catch1/0.8 largerif they were fully utilised 

Boats with lower level of utilisation (and efficiency) most 
likely first to exit  
• A x% reduction in boats will therefore not lead to a x% reduction 

in output 
• Can derive estimates of impact of fleet reduction on total catch, 

allowing for remaining vessels to increase their capacity utilisation 



What we will do after lunch 
Introduction to the R software we will be using during the 
workshop 
Run through the process with a hypothetical data set 
 
 
 
 

 



Introduction to R using R Studio 
Sean Pascoe 
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R is both a language and environment for statistical computing and 
graphics. 
R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, 
calculation and graphical display. It includes 

• an effective data handling and storage facility, 
• a large, coherent, integrated collection of intermediate tools for data 

analysis, 
• graphical facilities for data analysis and display either on-screen or on 

hardcopy, and 
• a well-developed, simple and effective programming language which includes 

conditionals, loops, user-defined recursive functions and input and output 
facilities. 

 

What is R? 

www.r-project.org/ 



• Currently, the CRAN package repository features 6165 available packages. 

– Specialist Fisheries, Biological, and Economic  packages 

• Some examples of fisheries specific packages 
– Fishmethods   Fishery Science Methods and Models in R 
– kobe   Tools for the provision of scientific fisheries management advice 
– PBSmapping Mapping Fisheries Data and Spatial Analysis Tools 
– rfishbase  R Interface to FishBASE 
– rfisheries  R interface for fisheries data 
– ss3sim  Fisheries stock assessment simulation testing with Stock Synthesis 

• Some examples of economic packages 
– AER   Applied Econometrics with R 
– erer   Empirical Research in Economics with R 
– micEcon  Microeconomic Analysis and Modelling 
– splm   Econometric Models for Spatial Panel Data 

 
 

 

Some examples of specialist packages 

http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/fishmethods/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/kobe/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/PBSmapping/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/rfishbase/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/rfisheries/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/ss3sim/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/AER/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/erer/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/micEcon/index.html
http://cran.csiro.au/web/packages/splm/index.html


RStudio is an integrated development environment (IDE) for R.  
It includes a console, syntax-highlighting editor that supports direct 
code execution, as well as tools for plotting, history, debugging and 
workspace management. 

http://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/ 

What is R Studio? 





Reading in data 
1. You will need to tell R where it is 

– Set the working directory 
 setwd("C:/Users/pas066/Documents/CSIRO stuff/projects/FAO capacity/R sessions") 
– R will now both read from and write to this directory 

2. Assign the file containing data to an object 
 Data <- read.csv("Fishdata.csv",header=T) 
– Data is the name of the object that contains the data (this name can be anything) 
– read.csv tells R that it is a csv formatted file 
– header=T tells R that the first line are the names of the variables (T is short for 

TRUE) 

 Things to note … 
 R is case sensitive 
 We use “<-” rather than “=“ to assign values to an object 

Working with R – the essentials 

Data <- Read.csv("Fishdata.csv",header=T)  
Error: could not find function "Read.csv" 



Always a good idea to look at the data you read in to check it is OK 

 

Looking at our data 

> ##print the first 6 observations in the console 
> head(Data) 
 Year Boats Days Species1 Species2 
1 1979    43  107 124.3104 123.3338 
2 1980    41  114 123.0914 125.4553 
3 1981    47  132 162.7701 155.3677 
4 1982    54  126 156.8374 195.1409 
5 1983    52  138 189.4821 166.6341 
6 1984    56  149 216.9436 187.9648 

> ##print the last 6 observations in the console 
> tail(Data) 
 Year Boats Days Species1 Species2 
28 2006   178   47 189.2232 168.8120 
29 2007   181   49 156.5655 186.8716 
30 2008   170   60 194.1189 208.7529 
31 2009   162   50 162.9506 171.8894 
32 2010   172   51 185.2163 161.3913 
33 2011    NA   NA       NA       NA    

head() prints the first 6 observations 

tail() prints the last 6 observations 

Want to get rid of missing values? 
## drop any missing data 
Data <- na.omit(Data) 

# indicates that the rest of the line is a comment 



Manipulating  variables 
 Including in the Data object 

• Addition 
 
 
• The “with()” tells R that the variables 

are from the Data object 
• The “$” tells R that the new variable 

Catch is part of the Data object, and 
that Species1 and Species 2 are within 
the Data object 

• Multiplication/division 

 

Creating a separate object 
 
 

Note: the new object name is not 
associated with the previous data set 

> Data$Catch <- Data$Species1+Data$Species2 
> Data$Catch <- with(Data, Species1 + Species2) 

> Catch <- Data$Species1+Data$Species2 
> Catch <- with(Data, Species1 + Species2) 

### Creating an average catch per unit of effort 
Data$cpue <- with(Data, Catch/(Boats*Days)) 
Data$catchperboat <- with(Data, Catch/Boats) 



Basic plots 
Getting help with graphics (and other 
commands) 

In the console box, type  

>?plot 

## look at the data - some simple graphs 
plot(Data$Catch~Data$Year)       
plot(Data$cpue~Data$Year) 
plot(Data$catchperboat~Data$Year) 



Tailoring plots 

• xlab creates a new x-axis label 
• ylab creates a new y-axis label 
• main puts a heading on the graph 
• ylim specifies the range of the yaxis 

• Note that the range is given by c(ymin,ymax)  
• Wide range of other options (e.g. line type) 

 

Adding a simple linear trend line 

plot(Data$cpue~Data$Year, xlab="Year",  
     ylab="Catch per day (tonnes/day)", 
     main="CPUE over time",ylim=c(0.02,.004))  

abline(lm(cpue~Year,data=Data)) 

Linear (regression) 
model of cpue against 

Year 

Command 
to draw a 
linear line 



Some other general commands we will 
want to use 
Sorting 
 
 
 
 

Sum over the variable 
 
 
 
Cumulative sum 
 

### cumulative sum of the catch over time 
Cumcatch <- cumsum(Data$Catch) 

> Cumcatch <- cumsum(Data$Catch) 
> Cumcatch 
 [1]   418.1362   822.7247  1227.6331  1583.7494  1980.2650  2298.4029 
 [7]  2650.3812  2898.9279  3146.5721  3576.8493  3972.8479  4304.3842 
[13]  4778.7159  5124.2043  5562.6457  5902.3534  6257.4375  6564.1523 
[19]  6911.6091  7182.0555  7415.0675  7702.9685  7971.7644  8248.2564 
[25]  8651.1283  8929.4807  9256.6698  9591.5098  9928.1599 10274.7675 
[31] 10632.8028 10976.2398 

## sorting the data (one variable) 
Data2 <- sort(Data$catchperboat,decreasing=TRUE) 
> Data2 
 [1] 8.041081 7.780549 7.230507 6.848389 6.836477 6.768891 6.518116 
 [8] 6.062114 5.759168 5.446546 5.279982 5.180254 5.100341 5.080712 
[15] 4.926308 3.996560 3.737728 3.525457 3.440167 3.108579 3.026130 
[22] 2.968051 2.715110 2.658577 2.369834 2.244777 2.124605 2.066914 
[29] 2.040303 2.015161 2.011434 1.897442 

> ### Total of the catch over time 
> Totcatch <- sum(Data$Catch) 
> Totcatch 
[1] 10976.24 

## sorting the whole dataframe by one variable 
## first determine the order of the variable in the dataframe 
order.catchperboat <- order(Data$catchperboat,decreasing=TRUE) 
 
## next sort the dataframe by the order of the variable 
Data <- Data[order.catchperboat,] 

> order.catchperboat 
 [1]  7  8  6  5  9  3  4  2  1 12 13 14 10 15 11 19 16 18 17 20 22 23 
[23] 21 24 30 25 26 31 27 32 28 29 
> head(Data) 
  Year Boats Days Species1 Species2    Catch       cpue catchperboat 
7 1985    52  169 221.0827 197.0535 418.1362 0.04758036     8.041081 
8 1986    52  168 177.8130 226.7755 404.5885 0.04631279     7.780549 
6 1984    56  149 216.9436 187.9648 404.9084 0.04852689     7.230507 
5 1983    52  138 189.4821 166.6341 356.1162 0.04962601     6.848389 
9 1987    58  152 204.7769 191.7388 396.5157 0.04497682     6.836477 
3 1981    47  132 162.7701 155.3677 318.1379 0.05127948     6.768891 





Capacity estimation in R 
Sean Pascoe 
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• Look at two simple (hypothetical) case studies 
• Time series of aggregated data 
• Cross section of boat level data 

• Estimate capacity utilisation in each case 
• For the cross section, will also look at how many vessels we might need to  

operate at full capacity  

 

What we are going to do 

http://www.ecosmagazine.com/paper/EC11028.htm http://www.chiangmaicitynews.com/news.php?id=4163 



As before we need to set 
the working directory (need 
to specify your machine) 

We need to call the 
“Benchmarking” program 
which is used to run the 
DEA models 

 

We next need to read in the 
data 

And make sure there are no 
missing values 

 

Reading the data in 

## set the working directory - this is where the data and files are 
setwd("C:/Users/pas066/Documents/CSIRO stuff/projects/FAO capacity/R sessions") 
 
 
 
## call the Benchmarking package for later 
library("Benchmarking") 
 
 
###############  USING ANNUAL DATA (TIME SERIES) ################ 
 
 
 
 
 
## read in the data from a csv file 
Data <- read.csv("Fishdata.csv",header=T) 
 
 
## drop any missing data 
Data <- na.omit(Data) 



The Benchmarking package 
works with matrices, so the 
data needs to be specified 
as a matrix (“as.matrix”) 

Developing the DEA model 
#### defining the components of the DEA model  
Ifix <- as.matrix(subset(Data, select=c(Boats)))       ## fixed inputs 
Iall <- as.matrix(subset(Data, select=c(Boats,Days)))  ## all inputs, Days are variable 
outputs <- as.matrix(subset(Data,select=c(Species1,Species2)))  ## outputs 

We want to create subsets 
of the dataset containing 
only the variables we want 

R performs multiple 
operations on a single line. 
Working from the inside 
out, we select the subset of 
variables from Data that we 
want to use, then turn this 
subset into a matrix 



If we specified txt=TRUE, would 
get the vessel number also 

3 observations define the frontier 
• Fleet operating at full capacity 

All other observations are less 
than full capacity 

• Fleet has excess capacity 

 

Quick look at the frontier  
### simple plot of the frontier 
dea.plot.frontier(Data$Boats, outputs, txt=FALSE, xlab="Number of fishers", ylab="Catch", main="Fishery capacity 
frontier") 

CRS 



We are defining each of the 
models separately (e.g. 
allinvrs – all inputs VRS) 

Each productivity measure is 
estimated as an expansion 
factor      , stored as “eff” in 
the DEA model. We convert 
this to the relevant measure 
by taking the inverse  

Summary(model name) 
produces a overview of the 
distribution of the  
 

Estimating efficiency and capacity utilisation 

## estimate technical efficiency VRS 
allinvrs <- dea(Iall,outputs,RTS="vrs",ORIENTATION="out")   
summary(allinvrs)  ## produces summary output 
Data$TEvrs <- 1/(allinvrs$eff) 
 
## estimate technical efficiency CRS 
allincrs <- dea(Iall,outputs,RTS="crs",ORIENTATION="out")   
summary(allincrs) 
Data$TEcrs <- 1/(allincrs$eff) 
 
## estimate scale efficiency 
Data$Scale <- Data$TEcrs/Data$TEvrs 
 
## estimate capacity utilisation VRS 
fixinvrs <- dea(Ifix,outputs,RTS="vrs",ORIENTATION="out")   
summary(fixinvrs) 
Data$CUvrs <- 1/(fixinvrs$eff) 
 
## estimate unbiased capacity utilisation 
Data$UCU <- Data$CUvrs/Data$TEvrs 

( )θ

(1/ )θ

( )θ

inputs outputs 



“par” is used to set graphical 
parameters (type ?par in the 
console for full set of options) 
• “mfrow=c(rows,columns)” specifies how 

many graphs to put together an how they 
are laid out. They run across rows first then 
down columns 

• “cex=0.7” is a scaling factor for the text on 
the graph (in this case 70%) 

hist() produces a histogram of the 
data 
• We set main=“” to turn off the default 

heading (we can specify an alternative 
heading if we wish) 

Looking at the results – distributions (and 
some more R commands) 

par(mfrow=c(2,2),cex=0.7) 
hist(Data$TEvrs,main="",xlab="Technical efficiency",ylab="Frequency") 
hist(Data$Scale,main="",xlab="Scale efficiency",ylab="Frequency") 
hist(Data$CUvrs,main="",xlab="Capacity utilisation",ylab="Frequency") 
hist(Data$UCU,main="",xlab="unbiased CU",ylab="Frequency") 



Generally high level of efficiency in 
the fishery 

• No real evidence of technical change 
(could look at efficiency over time to 
confirm) 

• Scale efficiency also generally high 
• Total effort is mostly at the right level 

• Capacity utilisation and unbiased 
capacity utilisation similarly distributed 
• Artefact of the high level of 

efficiency 
• UBU slightly higher on average 

• UBU generally high (>80%), but with 
some excess capacity evident 

Some initial interpretations 



As this is fishery 
level time series 
data it makes more 
sense to look at CU 
over time and also 
to compare it with 
fleet size 

Plot over time and compared with 
boat numbers 
par(mfrow=c(2,1),cex=0.7) 
plot(Data$UCU~Data$Year,type="l",xlab="Year",ylab="Unbiased 
capacity utilisation") 
abline(lm(UCU~Year,data=Data),col="red") 
 
plot(Data$UCU~Data$Boats,xlab="Boat 
numbers",ylab="Unbiased capacity utilisation") 
abline(lm(UCU~Boats,data=Data),col="red") 

Specified type=“l” for 
line rather than points 

Specified colour 
of the abline 



Estimating capacity output 

#### estimating capacity output over time 
Data$CapSpecies1 <- with(Data,Species1/UCU) 
Data$CapSpecies2 <- with(Data,Species2/UCU) 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,1),cex=0.7) 
 
plot(Data$CapSpecies1~Data$Year,main="Species 
1",type="l",xlab="Year",ylab="Catch species 1 
(tonnes)",col="blue",ylim=c(80,280)) 
lines(Data$Species1~Data$Year, type="l", col="green") 
legend("bottomright", legend=c("Capacity output", "Catch"), 
col=c("blue","green"),lty=1) 
 
plot(Data$CapSpecies2~Data$Year,main="Species 
2",type="l",xlab="Year",ylab="Catch species 1 
(tonnes)",col="blue",ylim=c(80,280)) 
lines(Data$Species2~Data$Year, type="l", col="green") 
legend("bottomright", legend=c("Capacity output", "Catch"), 
col=c("blue","green"),lty=1) 

Capacity output = 
catch/capacity utilisation 



• Capacity utilisation in the last year is around 0.86, suggesting that 
• The same fleet could have potentially caught (1/0.86)= 1.16 or 16% more; or 
•  the same catch could have been taken with 14% fewer boats (i.e. 1-0.86) 

• More complicated than this however … 

Some interpretations? 

• From the frontier, the maximum catch was 
achieved by around 90 boats, and additional 
boats reduced individual effort after that 

• But we don’t know why capacity was limited.. 
• Stock decline (declining CPUE)? 
• Economic factors (higher costs, lower 

prices?) 
• Change in fleet composition? 
• Combination of the above? 

• Assessing capacity and capacity utilisation only 
part of the puzzle 

• Very complicated for fishery level data 



Individual vessel level data 



•Compare vessels within a single time period 
• Assume stock the same for all 
• No technological change (as single time period) 

•Captures heterogeneity in the fleet 
• Not all boats will be operating at full capacity 
• Differences in capacity utilisation may result from: 

• Differences in cost structures of different vessels 
• Constraints on production (e.g. old boats not being able to 

operate in rough weather) 

•Disadvantages 
• Depends on the “best” boats at the time 
• Limited in use for assessing optimal fleet size (unless some other 

information is available such as target total allowable catches) 

Boat level analysis 



Process (more or less) the same 
## set the working directory - this is where the data and files are 
setwd("C:/Users/pas066/Documents/CSIRO stuff/projects/FAO capacity/R sessions") 
 
## call the Benchmarking package for later 
library("Benchmarking") 
 
###############  USING BOAT LEVEL DATA (CROSS SECTION) ################ 
 
## read in the data from a csv file 
Data <- read.csv("Boatdata.csv",header=T) 
 
## drop any missing data 
Data <- na.omit(Data) 
 
head(Data) 
 
##### OUTPUT ORIENTATION DEA 
 
#### defining the components of the DEA model  
Ifix <- as.matrix(subset(Data, select=c(Length)))       ## fixed inputs 
Iall <- as.matrix(subset(Data, select=c(Length,Days)))  ## all inputs, Days are variable 
outputs <- as.matrix(subset(Data,select=c(Species1,Species2)))  ## outputs 
 
### simple plot of the frontier 
dea.plot.frontier(Data$Length,outputs,txt=FALSE,xlab="Boat length (m)",ylab="Catch",main="Boat level capacity frontier") 
 
 
## estimate technical efficiency VRS 
allinvrs <- dea(Iall,outputs,RTS="vrs",ORIENTATION="out")   
summary(allinvrs)  ## produces summary output 
Data$TEvrs <- 1/(allinvrs$eff) 
 
## estimate technical efficiency CRS 
allincrs <- dea(Iall,outputs,RTS="crs",ORIENTATION="out")   
summary(allincrs) 
Data$TEcrs <- 1/(allincrs$eff) 
 
## estimate scale efficiency 
Data$Scale <- Data$TEcrs/Data$TEvrs 
 
## estimate capacity utilisation VRS 
fixinvrs <- dea(Ifix,outputs,RTS="vrs",ORIENTATION="out")   
summary(fixinvrs) 
Data$CUvrs <- 1/(fixinvrs$eff) 
 
## estimate unbiased capacity utilisation 
Data$UCU <- Data$CUvrs/Data$TEvrs 



• The fleet is highly efficient 
• But a wide range of capacity 

utilisation 
• Average UCU = 0.88 

Interpretation? 

> summary(Data$UCU) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
 0.6435  0.8298  0.8811  0.8778  0.9873  1.0000  

But no real relationship between UCU and boat size 
•  no obvious groups that are worse than others 

### any relationship between capacity utilisation and size? 
par(mfrow=c(1,1),cex=1) 
plot(Data$UCU~Data$Length, xlab="Length",ylab="Unbiased capacity utilisation") 
abline(lm(Data$UCU~Data$Length),col="red") 

Need to reset the par() 

par(mfrow=c(2,2),cex=0.7) 
hist(Data$TEvrs,main="",xlab="Technical efficiency",ylab="Frequency") 
hist(Data$Scale,main="",xlab="Scale efficiency",ylab="Frequency") 
hist(Data$CUvrs,main="",xlab="Capacity utilisation",ylab="Frequency") 
hist(Data$UCU,main="",xlab="unbiased CU",ylab="Frequency") 



Assuming boats with highest capacity 
utilisation least likely to leave 

1. Estimate capacity output of each 
boat 

2. Sort boats from highest to lowest 
UCU 

3. Derive cumulative capacity output 

4. Compare this with the current total 
catch 

How many boats do we need? 
#### estimating capacity output 
Data$CapSpecies1 <- with(Data,Species1/UCU) 
Data$CapSpecies2 <- with(Data,Species2/UCU) 
 
## sorting the whole dataframe by capacity utilisation 
## first determine the order of the variable in the dataframe 
order.UCU <- order(Data$UCU,decreasing=TRUE) 
## next sort the dataframe by the order of the variable 
Data <- Data[order.UCU,] 
 
## cumulative capacity output 
Data$CumSpecies1 <- cumsum(Data$CapSpecies1) 
Data$CumSpecies2 <- cumsum(Data$CapSpecies2) 
 
### total current catch of each species 
Data$TotSpecies1 <- sum(Data$Species1) 
Data$TotSpecies2 <- sum(Data$Species2) 
 
### create a new variable to label boats from 1 to the nrow(Data) 
### nrow(Data) == the number of rows in the data frame 
Data$Boats <- c(1:nrow(Data)) 
 
### visually see how many boats we want 
par(mfrow=c(2,1),cex=.7) 
plot(Data$CumSpecies1~Data$Boats,type="s", main="Species 1", xlab="Number of 
boats",ylab="Catch",col="blue") 
lines(Data$TotSpecies1~Data$Boats, type="l", col="green") 
legend("bottomright", legend=c("Capacity output", "Catch"), col=c("blue","green"),lty=1) 
 
plot(Data$CumSpecies2~Data$Boats,type="s", main="Species 2", xlab="Number of 
boats",ylab="Catch",col="blue") 
lines(Data$TotSpecies2~Data$Boats, type="l", col="green") 
legend("bottomright", legend=c("Capacity output", "Catch"), col=c("blue","green"),lty=1) 
 
## estimaing fleet size from the data 
nrow(subset(Data,CumSpecies1<=TotSpecies1)) 
nrow(subset(Data,CumSpecies2<=TotSpecies2)) 



Comparing capacity output to catch 

> nrow(subset(Data,CumSpecies1<=TotSpecies1)) 
[1] 28 
> nrow(subset(Data,CumSpecies2<=TotSpecies2)) 
[1] 28 

Subset Data keeping observations only where the 
cumulative catch is less than or equal to the total catch. 
Count the number of rows of the subset 



We will have a go using the data you 
brought (morning) 
• modify the R code to fit your data 

 

Report back to the group on results 
(after lunch) 
• Discussion about how it all went 
 
We will also look at some further 
considerations for assessing capacity 
(afternoon) 



Some extensions and 
considerations 
Sean Pascoe 

CAPACITY WORKSHOP PHUKET  12-13 JANUARY 2015 



•  Economic capacity utilisation 
• Profit based measures 
• Revenue based measures 

• Multi-metier vessels 

• Bootstrapping  

• Factors affecting capacity utilisation 
• How much underutilisation is acceptable? 

Overview  



Capacity is a technical measure, and is effectively determined by 
expansion of variable inputs to achieve maximum outputs given the 
fixed inputs 

• It does not take into account the cost of this variable input expansion 

It is possible that the cost of using more variable inputs may exceed 
the benefits 

• Which may explain why the vessels are not operating at their technical 
capacity 

Also, is the output mix the best possible? Would catching less in 
total, but a different combination be better? 

Variants of the DEA model can take into account input and output 
prices to consider economic capacity (where both input and output 
prices are available) and also revenue capacity (where only output 
prices are available) 

Profit and revenue capacity 



Profit capacity 
Output prices 

Input prices 
(variable costs) 

  Input “prices” often difficult to 
get at individual level 
 e.g. fuel cost per day may 

vary due to other 
characteristics (e.g. 
engine size) 

 Crew often paid a share of 
the catch 
 Can factor this in by 

modifying price 
received 

 But may not be a 
direct link between 
crew numbers and 
crew payments 

Subject to: 



Revenue capacity 
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Subject to: 

  Output prices generally easier 
to get and more homogeneous 
across boats 
 Fish prices determined by 

markets are generally 
more common for all 
boats 

 But may be some quality 
differences 

 Also may vary over the 
season 
 May want to look at 

a monthly or weekly 
time step 

Output prices 



Both can be estimated with the Benchmarking program in R 

 

 

 

 
• P is a set of output prices 
• W is a set of input prices 

Estimating profit and revenue capacity 



Example revenue model: reef line and pot 
fishery 

Ifix <- as.matrix(subset(Data, select=c(volume,kW))) 
Iall <- as.matrix(subset(Data, select=c(volume,kW,Tenders,totdays))) 
outputs <- as.matrix(subset(Data,select=c(CTlive,CTdead,RTE,OS,linenonRQ,crab,net))) 
prices <- as.matrix(subset(Data,select=c(CTliveprice,CTdeadprice,RTEprice,OSprice,linenonRQprice,crabprice,netprice))) 

CUvrs <- dea(Ifix,outputs,RTS="vrs",ORIENTATION="out")  
TEvrs <- dea(Iall,outputs,RTS="vrs",ORIENTATION="out") 
TEcrs <- dea(Iall,outputs,RTS="crs",ORIENTATION="out") 
TE <- 1/TEvrs$eff 
TEC <- 1/TEcrs$eff 
CU <- 1/CUvrs$eff 
VTE <- 1/VTEvrs$eff 
UCU <- CU/TE 
Scale <- TEC/TE 

#allocative efficiency 
ropt <- revenue.opt(Iall,outputs,prices,RTS="vrs") 
revobs <- rowSums(outputs * prices)  # observed revenue 
revopt <- rowSums(ropt$yopt * prices) #optimal revenue 
RE <- revobs/revopt #revenue efficiency 
allocative <- RE/TE 

 Define matrices as before 
 But new set with price data 

 Estimate TE, CU etc as before 
 
 

ropt <- revenue.opt(Iall,outputs,prices,RTS="vrs") 
• Determines optimal revenue given 

prices and inputs 
• Can derive an efficiency/capacity 

measure from this 



Any vessels operate in several 
different fisheries over a year 

– May use different gear to catch 
different species at different times 

Advantages in working at the vessel 
level rather than fishery level 

– Need to be able to include all fishing 
activities in analysis 

– Possible then to aggregate up to 
different levels 

Multi-metier fleets 

Coral trout 
(live) 

Crabs 
(pots) Other reef 

species 

Coral 
trout 

(dead) 

Reef line and pot fishery 



Individual vessel 
estimates of TE, CU etc 
• compare all at once 

Vessels grouped into 
categories 
• Separate sub-fishery 

analyses possible 

Example: coral trout fishery 



DEA is a non-parametric method (non-statistical) 
• Does not allow for random error 

“Bootstrapping” is a re-sampling approach to derive an 
estimate of the error around individual capacity 
utilisation scores 
•  particularly useful when using fishery level data as 

provides a measure of uncertainty around the point 
estimate 

• Less relevant for individual vessel estimates unless 
particularly interested in the scores individually 

• Usually we average or aggregate these to bring it to a fleet 
level 

• Relatively straight forward to do using the 
Benchmarking package 

Bootstrapping 



From the fishery level analysis … 



UCU 

Estimate Std. error 

Intercept 0.572 0.088 *** 

Length -0.029 0.007 *** 

Days fished 0.005 0.000 *** 

CT live share 0.024 0.080 

Non RQ share -0.008 0.079 

Lease in -0.007 0.045 

Lease out -0.024 0.055 

Factors affecting capacity utilisation 
Identifying any characteristics that might affect capacity utilisation 
may provide useful information for policy 

• For example, if capacity utilisation driven by vessel 
characteristics then excess capacity may be in just part of the 
fleet 

• Prices can also play a role in affecting capacity utilisation 
 



Some excess capacity as estimated using DEA is inevitable: 
• Some boats will experience breakdowns during the year 
• Weather conditions will vary from year to year 
• Where stocks vary from year to year, may need excess capacity 

in some years to ensure there is sufficient capacity in others 

How much capacity underutilisation is “normal” will vary from 
fishery to fishery so no single critical value 
Any management response to excess capacity needs to take into 
account these factors 

And finally … Is capacity utilisation all bad? 
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